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BAI Beacon 2017 Corporate Overview 

Backed by respected industry powerhouse BAI, BAI Beacon 17 is an intense, immersive, fast-

paced financial services conference centered on customer centricity, innovative and advanced 

technology and the importance of talent. This year’s second annual event takes place Oct. 4-5 in Atlanta, 

Ga.  

Unlike single-topic conferences, BAI Beacon is the best cross-industry conference for bankers of 

all sized institutions, where financial services leaders directly engage with experts, like-minded peers, 

FinTech companies and leading industry solutions providers to stimulate new ideas and challenge 

attendees to think differently. BAI Beacon is dedicated to help attendees chart a path to revenue 

growth, evaluate strategic alternatives and leave with a comprehensive, forward-looking perspective to 

make smarter business decisions.  

 Spanning more than 70 sessions across eight stages and huddle areas, the event’s highly 

relevant and timely topics cover innovation and FinTech, marketing and product development, channel 

optimization, sales and revenue growth, talent acquisition and retention, community-based banking, 

compliance strategy and risk management, fraud and cybersecurity, business banking and payments 

strategy. There are also two general sessions, one feature session, as well as pre-conference executive 

leadership sessions and experiential learning labs focusing on artificial intelligence, customer acquisition 

and breaking branches.  
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 New to this year’s event is a content alliance with Plug and Play Tech Center to showcase 

inventive early-stage companies to watch in efforts to educate attendees on the latest technologies and 

trends that directly impact their business. And back by popular demand, BAI and FinTechStage are 

collaborating to bring BAI Beacon attendees thought leadership and dialogue in the fast-paced, 

immersive environment. BAI Beacon also includes an InnovationZone, which introduces new FinTechs 

and the most important established industry leaders within the financial services ecosystem.  

 In just two days, BAI Beacon hones in on the most important issues that impact the industry 

while providing actionable insights, powerful tools and meaningful connections for financial services 

leaders. 

 For an extensive list of sessions and speakers, please visit 

https://www.bai.org/baibeacon/agenda. 
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